Application 360
Enhance your business productivity with
industry standard metrics & insights

Introduction
The world is evolving every second. With digital
technologies progressing faster than ever, there’s a
growing demand to manage businesses more
efficiently and proactively. Enterprises are swiftly
adopting “Distributed Scaled Agile” to bring teams
together — to interact, iterate and innovate, with
faster delivery and business agility. Globally
distributed teams rely on heterogeneous tools to
measure
and
execute
different
Software
Development Lifecycle(SDLC) phases, making
consolidated reporting a delicate & precise art. Thus,
there is a need for unified dashboards, to manage
different stakeholders and to ensure consistent
status reporting with zero dependency on teams.

Application 360:
Improving Application
Lifecycle Experience with
Data-driven Dashboards
Application 360 is a DevOps Research and
Assessment (DORA)-compliant HCL solution to
standardize fragmented processes and tooling
across various aspects of the SDLC. It enables
data-driven decision making by leveraging its
integral AI/ML module and helps enterprises align
their digital strategy with execution. It also brings
engineering processes and program management
under an integrated dashboard and provides
traceability from portfolio-level Epics to work items,
giving stakeholders the contextual information
needed to connect the dots.
Application 360 offers everything that customers
need to monitor and visualize their KPIs, program
and business value metrics with insightful
dashboards and reports. Furthermore, it supports
ASM 2.0 and delivers key ASM 2.0 Metrics (Tickets by
Priority & Aging, Month-on-Month Trends, Requestor
Console,
Mean Time to Recover & Average
Resolution Time). Application 360 integrated with
HCL’s Virtual Distributed Agile framework, provides
organizations the ability to measure crucial metrics of
their virtual, distributed agile teams.

Application 360 : Key Features
Integrated View

Consistent & Uniﬁed Dashboards

Key health indicators at one
place for quick decision making.
Persona-based Reporting
Contextualized visibility
for different stakeholders.

Early Detection of Risk

Improved Productivity

Customizable Dashboards
Tailor-made on-demand widgets
to suit your requirements.

Industry Standard Metrics
Scrum, Scaled Agile, DevOps,
Testing, DORA, ASM, and Platform.

Project Initialization
With HCL’s best practices and prebuilt templates and configurations.

Project & Program Insights
Configurable Notification
& Alerts.

Traceability
Monitoring end-to-end process
flows to aid corrective and
proactive measures.
AI & ML for Predictability
Extendable AI &
ML capability.

Cost Savings

Reliable ALM Execution

Application 360 Metrics
Project Management

Program & Portfolio

ASM 2.0

Digital Platform

DevOps & DORA

Requirements & Testing

Development Phase

• Backlog Views

• Active Sprints Views

• Product Mix (past 20 sprints)

• Velocity Variance, SSF

• Refinement Index

• Story Size, Average Effort per SP

• Story Stability Rate (SSR/RSI)

• Sprint & Feature Burndown

• Story Acceptance

• Epics/Features Progress

• Test Case Creation & Exec Rate

• Features CFD, Cycle Time

• Testing Effectiveness (TE)

• Defect Density, DRE, RCA

• Team Productivity, Utilization,
Happiness Index

• Technical Debt & Code Trendlines

Build & Deploy

Product Support

• Build Status Summary

• INC Tickets Summary

• Trends of Jobs & Build Time

• Distribution by Geo, Channel

• Deployment & Pipeline Views
• Build-to-Code Traceability
• Deployment Frequency
• Lead time for Changes
• Time-to-Restore Service

• Code Coverage, Testing Rate

• Tickets by Priority & Aging
• Month-on-Month Trends
• Requestor Console
• Mean Time to Recover &
Average Resolution Time

• Change Failure Rate

Program & Scaled Agile
Project and Program RAG (based on various parameters) • Business
Value & Cost Trends • PI Predictability • EPIC / PI Progress &
Future Readiness • PI Velocity Trends • Risk Module and Quality
Trends • Resource KPIs (Productivity & Attrition), Team Happiness

Projected Business Beneﬁts

Improvement in application quality
by 20%, with end-to-end traceability
that ensures consistency across
teams and DevOps toolchains.

Improvement in cycle time by 18%
via automated scaffolding.

Integrated view of the overall
project/program health (KPIs) and
analytics-enabled insights supports
mid-course correction.

Infra health monitoring and a
self-healing mechanism, along with
risk trends ensures high availability
of the framework.

Uniﬁed views promote early detection and resolution of issues in a timely manner,
which leads to more reliable ALM execution.

17-21%

Improvement in the
Overall Quality of
Code & Processes

Up to
30%

Improvement in
Risk Mitigation

13-17%
Productivity
Gain

Up to
15%

Improvement in
Predictability
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HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade today. HCL’s
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, through its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and entrepreneurial
culture of ideapreneurship™ enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.
HCL offers its services and products through three lines of business - IT and Business Services (ITBS),
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to
transform their businesses through offerings in areas of Applications, Infrastructure, Digital Process
Operations, and next generation digital transformation solutions. ERS offers engineering services and
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering while under P&P. HCL provides
modernized software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements.
Through its cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities, and broad global network, HCL
delivers holistic services in various industry verticals, categorized under Financial Services, Manufacturing,
Technology & Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences, and Healthcare and Public Services.

www.hcltech.com

As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability,
and education initiatives. As of 12 months ending on March 31, 2020, HCL has a consolidated revenue of
US$ 9.94 billion and its 150,000+ ideapreneurs operate out of 46 countries. For more information, visit
www.hcltech.com

